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Abstract

In wireless sensor networks, the critical factor is the sensors energy. The exhaustion of this energy causes network paralysis. In wireless sensor networks, the join operation needs a lot of energy consumption. This energy is so very high for n-way join queries, and more very high for n-way stream queries. Little work has been done to address this problem. We present in this paper, an energy-efficiency technique for n-way joins execution between data streams in wireless sensor networks. The experiment conducted has shown good performance of the proposed technique compared to SENS-join technique.
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1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network is characterized by the low cost and low power (calculation and storage) sensor component. The sensors communicate via a wireless medium and work together to accomplish a common goal. Each sensor generates records following the various collection actions. These tuples constitute a local data table to the sensor.

All local tables’ nodes of the same type of the same sensor network form a distributed table [1]. We use traditional relational query for questioning the database of the wireless sensor network. Joins queries are widely used in wireless sensor networks’ applications that require data gathering from multiple nodes. The joins can be performed between static tables, as they can run between data streams. Join queries and particularly joins between data streams have a very high energy consumption of the sensors, which could lead to the disappearance of the network.

In wireless sensors network, data transmission consumes more energy than data processing in the node [2]. It is important to reduce the quantity of transmitted data during a join operation in order to decrease the energy consumed by the sensors. The main challenge then is to minimize the energy consumed. This being our primary goal in this paper, and we propose an in-network technique for join queries between data streams in sensor networks.

The techniques proposed recently such as Distributed-Broadcast of Coman and al. [3], Mediated Join of Pandit and Gupta [4], Synopsis Join of Yu and al [5], and INJECT of Min and al [6], have been limited to binary joins queries. N-way joins (joins between more than two tables or streams) are rarely addressed.

This paper presents an energy-efficiency technique for n-way joins execution in wireless sensor networks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides a description of the general characteristics of joins operations in wireless sensor networks. Section 3 gives related work. Section 4 describes our proposed technique. Section 5 contains the results of the simulation performed, and a discussion of the obtained results. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2. General characteristics of joins in wireless sensor networks

2.1. Basic concepts.

A join of two tables L and R consists of the concatenation of all the tuples from table L with those of table R where a condition (join predicate) is met on some attributes of the two tuples. When an arbitrary comparison operator (≥, <, =, ...) is allowed in join predicate, the join operation is called theta-join. An equijoin is a theta-join
using only the equality operator. In a wireless sensor network, a join is generally made between two regions of the sensors network. A region consists of a set of sensors of a geographically limited area.

2.2. Joins implementations in wireless sensor networks.

There are two join implementations in wireless sensor networks:

- The first one is the external join. It executes the join operation at the base station after transferring the tuples from the nodes. This implementation consumes a lot of energy because of the high amount of transmitted data.
- The second one is the 'In-network' implementation, which performs the join operation at the nodes before transmitting the result to the sink. This is the most efficient implementation.

2.3. Join types in the wireless sensors network.

According to spatial aspect, we distinguish an inter-region join and a unique region join. The inter-join operation is running between two tables from two regions of the sensor network. The unique region join performs the join between the sensors tuples located in the same region. A node receiving a query of this type, can't in general, determine if it should participate in the query without communicating with other nodes. This type of join is very difficult to implement.

According to the temporal aspect, we can class the joins operations in wireless sensors networks into three categories:

- One execution joins. A fixed window is specified for each of each two relations.
- Continuous joins. They use sliding windows or fixed windows defined for the future.
- Periodic joins. They are based on jump windows, defining a time interval for repeating query execution.

3. Related works

Several techniques were proposed to execute join operations in wireless sensors network. They can be divided into two main categories: without filtering and with filtering techniques. Techniques without filtering execute join operations between tuples of tables or of data streams. This causes a great consumption of energy, due to the high number of transmitted messages. It was the first proposed techniques [1, 4, 7-12].

Techniques with filetring use the semi join principle to eliminate non joingnables tuples before the join execution. The objective of the filtering techniques is to minimize the number of transmitted messages. These techniques were proposed in several works [3, 5, 6, 13-16]. All those techniques were suggested for the binary join. Few those developed for nway join. Stern and al. in [17] have suggested a solution allowing processing every joins type in sensors networks (including n-way joins). This solution executes the joins at the base station (sink) in three steps:

- All join attributes are collected at the base station, to filter some values.
- The determined join filter is broadcast in the network.
- Each site uses the filter to determine all the relevant tuples and send them to the sink, where the final join is processed.

This technique consumes too much energy because the number of tuples transmitted to the sink is very high.

4. N-WAY STREAM LOCAL JOIN description

We propose N-way Stream Local Join (NSLJ) to reduce efficiently the consumed energy for n-way joins between data stream. We process a continuous inter-region join having syntax like this:

```
SELECT Sϭ.attrs, SϮ.attrs,…,Sn.attrs
FROM  Sϭ, SϮ, …, Sn
WHERE  pred;SϭͿ  AND pred;SϮͿ  … AND pred;SnͿ 
AND join-exp (S1.join-attrs , S2.join-attrs ,…, Sn.join-attrs)
```

where: pred (Si) a predicate of selection of steam Si, and join-exp the join condition.

An application example of these joins is the vehicle traffic control through many geographical zones:

```
SELECT Veh1.VehId, Veh1.time, Veh2.time, Veh3.time
FROM       Veh1, Veh2, Veh3
WHERE    (Veh1.time IN i1) and (Veh2.time in i2) and (Veh3.time in i3) and (Veh1.VehId = Veh2. Veh Id) and (Veh2. Veh Id= Veh3. Veh Id)
```

where: i1, i2, and i3 indicate time intervals during which vehicles passed respectively through regions 1, 2 and 3.

N-way Stream Local Join (NSLJ) consists of executing each join operation at a local node in the network. We also
adapt the technique of left linear trees to minimize the number of n-way joins [18], and we consider geographical zone positions of participating zones to determine the execution order of joins (from the nearest to the farthest zone). In addition, we accommodate the technique distributed one-way stream join's processed at destination proposed in [19]. This technique executes a join operation between stream data, with considering tuples’ windows at each operation.

By NSLJ, a join operation runs in two phases:

Phase 1:

The query is transmitted from the sink to the root node of each area, using a location routing protocol GPSR [20] [21], to ensure the arrival of the query message to the concerned regions. Each region consists of a tree of nodes. Each node must transmit its tuples to the root. We assume that each node knows its location and the locations of its neighbours, via GPS or via localization algorithms [22].

Phase 2:

A set of tuples B11 are transmitted from the buffer of S1 to the region of S2. In this region, is executed the join between B1 and the windows W22 maintained at S2. The result of the join is forwarded to the region of S3.

The process is repeated between each stream Si and the following stream Si+1 until determining the end result and transmitting it to the sink (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Nway Stream local Join (NSLJ) execution.](http://www.univ-chlef.dz/revuenatec/issue-18/Article_A/Article_452.pdf)

The principle of NSLJ will be illustrated with an example. For this purpose, a join between 3 streams is considered.

In a first step, the join is performed between a set of tuples B11 of the stream S1 and a window of the stream of the nearest region (S2). So, B11 is transmitted to the S2 region, then the result of the join transmitted to the S3 region (Figure 2 (a)). With the same way, will be obtained, at the second step, the result of the join between S3 and the result of the join of B11 and a window of S2 (Figure 2 (b)). And at the last step, the result determined in the S3 region is sent to the sink (Figure 2 (b)).
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5. Performance analysis

5.1. Experimentation environment

To simulate the n-way join execution, we used the NS3 simulator. The technique has been applied considering a message size equals a tuple size, which is equal to 40 bytes. The column size is supposed to be 10 bytes; the result tuple size is 30 bytes. The communication cost was tested considering intermediates joins’ selectivity factors in the intervals \([10^{-5}, 10^{-4}]\) and \([10^{-4}, 10^{-3}]\). Intermediates joins’ selectivity factors are generated in random way. The values of the horizontal axis of results graphs represent averages of the intermediates joins selectivity factors.

We process separately two simulations: 3 streams simulation and 5 streams simulation. For each simulation, we perform 2 cases: The SENS-join simulation and our technique (NSLJ) simulation.

5.2. Experimentation results

In the interval of \([10^{-5}, 10^{-4}]\) of selectivity factors, and with 5 streams (Figure 4), N-way Stream Local Join performs better than SENS-join. In the same interval (Figure 3) and with 3 streams our technique drops in performance. In the interval \([10^{-4}, 10^{-3}]\) of selectivity factors (Figure 5 and Figure 6) ‘N-way Stream local join’ present lost results.
Figure 3: Communication cost for 3 streams following the average of intermediates joins’ selectivity factors in the interval $[10^{-5}, 10^{-4}]$

Figure 4: Communication cost for 5 streams following the average of intermediates joins’ selectivity factors in the interval $[10^{-5}, 10^{-4}]$
5.3. Discussion

With NLSJ, we execute the join query at the nodes. The join result volume decrease after each operation performed. NLSJ performs better for a high number of streams, and a very low selectivity factor. While SENS-join technique has a constant performance level, because the information volume transmitted to the sink is constant for each case. It is important to note that these results are valid for low selectivity values. For high selectivity values, it is ideal to realize the join query at the sink.
6. Conclusion

We have presented, in this paper, an energy-efficiency technique for n-way stream join execution, in wireless sensor networks. We have adopted the principle of in-network execution to reduce the number of tuples transmitted between sensors and to sink.

Our approach shows better performance compared to SENS-join principle for low selectivity factor and high number of streams.

In future work, we plan to adapt the semi-join principle in order to reduce effectively the number of transmitted messages and then the consumed energy.
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